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gain clarity on your true self 
amplify your authority through an empowered presence and personal brand 
achieve prosperity by developing strategies that can help you grow your business or advance your career 
create an inspiring legacy with God-rooted wisdom 

Check the signs below to know if you need Toni to help you with your self-discovery and development. 

Are you an entrepreneur, professional, or corporate executive struggling with clarity? 
Do you need to amplify your authority?
Are you wondering how you can achieve prosperity?
Do you want to create an inspiring legacy as a leader? 

Get help! 
If you answered yes to these questions, motivational speaker and coach, Toni, can help you through her Leadership
Development Programs! Here, you will learn how to: 

Please don’t hesitate to reach out at any time if you’ve questions.

SOCIAL MEDIA SUPPORT

Empowering Leaders to be Radiant Influencers Achieving Sustainable Success 

Are you looking for a leadership development program and motivational speaker and coach to
transform your life and career? 
Do you want to achieve success as a leader but don’t know how to start? 

The Leadership Development Programs of Radiance Image Consultancy can help you achieve
sustainable success by starting with yourself! 

Yes, it all begins with an inside-out transformation. And Radiance, led by global female motivational
speaker and coach, Toni Miranda, can help you with this. 

Radiance offers holistic, transformative, and gospel-rooted coaching and learning programs. In these
programs, Toni will teach you how to become an influential leader through self-discovery and personal
branding. Moreover, you will know about Radiance’s unique success amplifier system, which can help
you focus on achieving clarity, authority, prosperity, and legacy. Thus, these programs can pave the way
for your transformation into an extraordinary leader and radiant influencer. 

info@radiance.ph (63908) 883 8658
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Please don’t hesitate to reach out at any time if you’ve questions.

SOCIAL MEDIA SUPPORT

take over your social media account as a guest for the hour? 
join you for a live Q&A session on social media? 
participate in your podcasts or video cast? 
contribute to articles or posts? 
record a short video for you? 
go live during your event? 
Whatever it is I can do to help with your event promotion, please let me know. 

Would you like me to 

info@radiance.ph (63908) 883 8658

I'd be happy to support you on your digital event marketing 

Please tag me @tonimirandaph so I can repost and reshare your event marketing

Linkedin:     https://www.linkedin.com/in/tonimirandaph/
Instagram:  https://www.instagram.com/tonimirandaph/
Facebook:   https://www.facebook.com/ToniMirandaPH
Youtube:      https://www.youtube.com/c/ToniMirandaph 
Website:      https://toni.ph/
Courses:      https://courses.radiance.ph/


